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The Red Thread
Concept
The Red Thread is a singular red line that curls and winds around the entire space. It is
a red pulse line, recording the heartbeat of many histories, and threading many ideas
together. It gathers the history of Bauhaus weaving, the theories of colour, the psychology
of perception taught at the Bauhaus and acts as a visual manifestation of Klee’s:

“active line on a walk, moving freely, without goal.
A walk for a walk’s sake. position forward”.
Ideas are tied and woven together into a singular thread echoing the role of the Bauhaus
as a place where individuals came together to create something that was more than the
sum of its parts.
Red is the colour of blood and fire, and is associated with energy, danger, war, strength,
determination and power, as well as passion, desire and love. Red is an emotionally
intense colour. It enhances human metabolism, increases respiration rate, and raises blood
pressure. Red is within us all.
Red was employed in many Bauhaus designs, graphics and typography, and appears in
the architecture and interior design of the Bauhaus Dessau.
As the thread hangs out into the space between the inner and the outer walls it creates a
sculptural spatial experience.
The black box form is not compromised as the thread is thin and barely visible until the
viewer is up close. It is most visible when hanging into the space below the black box,
where it can take some complex and playful journeys.
The red line stimulates interactivity for audiences viewing the building and a psychological
experience in knowing it is a continuous thread. As ones eyes and bodies trace the line
around the building, the thread brings an organic sense of rhythm and dynamism into the
building, like residual thread from a Bauhaus weaving.
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Description
The proposed work is situated in the space between the glass curtained wall and the
inner solid, black box and lower glass wall. It is an irregular red line varying in thickness
that hangs from above, widening, narrowing, dividing, curling around and doubling up on
itself. This thread can be singular, divided, knotted and curled – floating sculpturally out
into the space and disappearing into the wall and ceiling whilst always remaining visually
a continuous red line, as it makes its journey around the entire perimeter of the interstitial
space. The thread, seemingly loose and responsive to gravity is quite sculptural and holds
its form in space.
The red thread is made from fine cold formed steel tube armature that is wrapped and
layered with custom knitted red copper wire mesh of varying wire gauges and widths. The
thread will be produced in lengths of 4-6m components using standard industrial materials
and manufacturing method. Each component will be wrapped by hand with knitted wire
mesh, enabling variations in colour, texture, density, size and transparency. This process
of fabrication that combines industrial manufacturing as well as hand crafting, echoes the
philosophy of the Bauhaus.
The artwork will be transported in sections and joined on site. The thread will be supported
via brackets, hooks and cable to the black box and the ceiling at strategic points.
We would like to introduce a night lighting option if funding or sponsorship allows. Flexible
linear lights (optic fibre or LED lights) can be threaded into the secondary structure creating
an added dimension and allure to the work.
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Engineering Specification
Mass per linear m=1.5kg
Deflection= 2.5m
Support= 3.5m - 6m
Overall diameter of thread range: 40mm - 250mm
Primary structure
The armature is made from red electrostatic coated 33CHS M0G Alloy in a 2.1m WT.
The overall length of the armature is 500m - 600m and it is fixed to wall and ceiling at
3.5m - 6m centres, pending on the girth and shape of the thread.
The fixing points indicated in the elevations are concept only. The final fixing location/shape
will develop during the design development stage in consultation with the architect and
building engineer.
Secondary structure
It is made from red coated SS diffusion fine hand woven cabling 1.5-5mm FSWR or
equivalent. The number of strands woven will be dictated by diffusion and diameter of final
girth during the design development stage with artist and stakeholders (nominally assumed
as a min 12-16). Mesh construction or similar in stainless steel that would be hand-formed
(cold bent) will be attached to the primary structure by brazing or soldering methods
pending final material gauge used. This will form the undulating form along the primary
structure for the outer layers to rest and layer against.

max. 20ø solid rod
insert thread

primary structure

secondary structure
outer layer

blackbox wall

Outer layers
Fine red coated copper knitted wire will be used to wrap and sleeve the primary and
secondary structure. Knitted wire mesh socks will be custom weaved in varying widths and
wire gauges for the project.
As red coated copper knitted wire mesh are custom weaved in large quantity, we are
unable to provide the samples in red-copper wired knitted mesh. Instead, we have
included SS mesh samples FYI.
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PERSPECTIVE - EXTERIOR

PERSPECTIVE - INTERIOR
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FLOOR PLAN 1:300
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